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Download is available for
both macOS and Windows
operating systems. There

are AutoCAD LT and
AutoCAD 2017 versions

available. In 2017,
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AutoCAD LT replaced the
previous AutoCAD
versions. There are

several other editions
available, which are

AutoCAD LT, AutoCAD
WS, AutoCAD WS II and
AutoCAD WS Upgrade.

AutoCAD 2010 and
AutoCAD LT 2010 are not

compatible. Features
AutoCAD is used for
professional-level

drafting, architecture,
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technical illustration,
graphics, and

visualization. It is also
used for engineering,

mechanical, architectural,
landscape and civil

engineering, landscape
architecture, architectural

design, structural
engineering, and

architecture. It is not used
for mechanical or

electrical design. It is
compatible with and runs
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on a wide range of
computer platforms.

AutoCAD was developed
primarily as a 2D drafting

and 2D design
application. The

application has evolved
over the years to also

include 3D capabilities,
vector graphics, and

annotation capabilities. It
is a commercial, fee-

based product available
for both Microsoft
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Windows and macOS
platforms. The current
version is AutoCAD LT,
released in September
2016. History 1970s

AutoCAD is the product of
a team of computer

engineers working for T.J.
Watson Company (now

known as Autodesk)
during the 1970s. In

January 1975 the
company was acquired by

Sperry Corporation. In
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April 1978, Ray Case, an
employee who was also a

graphic arts student at
the University of

California, Berkeley,
joined the company,

where he was responsible
for product development.
It is also believed that a

version of AutoCAD
appeared in 1974. 1980s
In 1980, a version for the

Apple II platform was
released. It was offered as
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an educational tool to
teach students how to use

computer design
software. AutoCAD is

developed by a team of
engineers at the

company. The first
version released to the

public was AutoCAD 1, in
1981. This was followed
by AutoCAD 2 in 1983.

AutoCAD 2 used the
ARexx graphics package,
which the company had
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developed for the Apple II
platform. With the release

of AutoCAD 2, the
company introduced a
new user interface. The
company later upgraded
AutoCAD 1 to AutoCAD 2

and AutoCAD 3.
AutoCAD 2 was released

for the Macintosh
platform in 1984.
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2017 AutoCAD Crack For
Windows 2017 was

released on September
26, 2015. The technology
preview was released to

the public on May 29,
2015. The new features

include: Built-in
collaboration: Create and

edit documents in the
cloud with co-workers and
work with shared models
from cloud-based services
such as Box and Dropbox.
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This is an upgrade of the
web-based sharing
feature released in

AutoCAD 2022 Crack
2009. Autodesk Build

2014: Use the Autodesk
Build 2014 IDE to

integrate and automate
the creation of

workspaces. This is an
upgrade of the ObjectARX

API. Application-level
security: Use Application-

Level Security (AAS) in
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Windows, enabling users
to specify read/write

access for specific users
or groups. Collaboration

with other Autodesk
applications: Edit files and

drawings concurrently
with other Autodesk

software and applications.
Skeletal and parametric

dimensioning: Generate a
3D drawing of the

dimensions of a part and
define the locations of
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cuts and/or grooves. 3D
modeling tools: Re-

engineer a part using the
latest technologies, giving

you the ability to make
changes to the original
part design. Traditional

parametric dimensioning:
With traditional

parametric dimensioning,
you can create families of
3D geometric shapes that

can be adjusted easily.
Dimension styles: Use a
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theme that can change
the appearance of a

dimension and provides
visual styles that are

based on family, color,
orientation and linetype.

Layers: Layers can be
used to organize and

manage objects within a
drawing. They can be

placed within a drawing
for easy access, and any
number of layers can be
created for a drawing.
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Dimensions and
sectioning: Define a

dimension along a path,
path, or surface and
section to make the

dimension appear as a
series of connected lines.
Directional dimensions:

Use directional
dimensions to quickly

draw profiles and parallel
edges, and to quickly
place sections. Speed

tools: Use the Speed tools
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to perform mathematical
operations or create

complex shape
intersections. Color (for
2D): Use color in layers,

groups and blocks to
visually distinguish

different areas. Numeric:
Automatically import and

export numbers in a
variety of formats.

Advanced 3D modeler:
Create 2D and 3D
surfaces based on
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imported objects, or
create a new surface from
scratch. Create 3D forms:
Easily create customized

3 ca3bfb1094
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AutoCAD Crack

Open the Autodesk
Autocad software. Click
"New" in the left side bar.
Select "Part" from the
drop down list and click
on "OK". In the right side
bar click "Create". Set a
name for the new drawing
and select "AutoCAD LT
2012", and click "OK". For
the release date and
version of Autocad that
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you have (if you have any
version) select "Autocad
2012" and click "OK". For
the projects the drop
down list will have the
following available:

What's New In AutoCAD?

Tools to Create Outlines
and Set Build Zones:
Draw both lines and
shapes using built-in tools
and those from other CAD
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applications to set your
build space, so your
drawing elements interact
as expected in your
drawings. (video: 2:25
min.) Roughly 30 New
Features and
Improvements To
download the entire white
paper including videos,
you can go to: Getting
started with AutoCAD
2023 Check out the new
AutoCAD 2023 videos!
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Take a few minutes to
watch the videos below,
and let us know what you
think! Learn more about
AutoCAD 2023.Q: Query
to fetch the range of
values in a column Table
+------+---------+-----------+
| id | value | period |
+------+---------+-----------+
| 111 | abc | 06-09-2018| |
111 | def | 10-09-2018| |
111 | def | 01-10-2018| |
222 | def | 10-09-2018| |
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222 | ghi | 01-10-2018| |
222 | ghi | 02-10-2018|
+------+---------+-----------+
I want to fetch the range
of values of 'value'
column for every record
where the 'period' is 1
year starting from a
particular day. For
example, If the start date
of the range is
'05-01-2018' and the end
date is '05-06-2018' then
the result should be
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+------+---------+-----------+
| id | value | period |
+------+---------+-----------+
| 111 | def | 06-09-2018| |
111 | def | 10-09-2018| |
222 | ghi | 02-10-2018| +
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7
64-bit or Windows 10
64-bit Processor: Intel
Core 2 Duo E8400 (2.2
GHz) or equivalent
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: DirectX: DirectX
11 Hard Drive: 20 GB
available space Sound
Card: DirectX Compatible
Audio Device Additional
Notes: This game can be
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installed in either the
"personal" or "network"
folder. Recommended:
OS: Windows 10 64-bit or
Windows 7 64-bit Process
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